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Abstract—Smart video sensors for applications related to
surveillance and security are IOT-based as they use Internet
for various purposes. Such applications include crowd behaviour
monitoring and advanced decision support systems operating and
transmitting information over internet. The analysis of crowd
and pedestrian behaviour is an important task for smart IoT
cameras and in particular video processing. In order to provide
related behavioural models, simulation and tracking approaches
have been considered in the literature. In both cases ground
truth is essential to train deep models and provide a meaningful
quantitative evaluation. We propose a framework for crowd
simulation and automatic data generation and annotation that
supports multiple cameras and multiple targets. The proposed
approach is based on synthetically generated human agents,
augmented frames and compositing techniques combined with
path finding and planning methods. A number of popular crowd
and pedestrian data sets were used to validate the model, and
scenarios related to annotation and simulation were considered.

Index Terms—crowd analysis, data augmentation, crowd be-
havior

I. INTRODUCTION

IoT technologies incorporate a vast amount of specialized

protocols and schemes [1], which have allowed them to enter

a variety of domains. On this basis, they are eventually

expected to dominate in a plethora of use cases, including

very promising ones such as aerial communications for UAV-

based monitoring applications [2], where pervasive collection,

annotation and processing of data is required, realizing the

vision of ubiquitous computing. In the same time, multimedia

traffic exhibits a continuous growth which is attributed to the

evolution of computing devices (especially mobile devices),

the increasing demands from the multimedia users’ side, the

improvements of video quality and content variety, as well as

the significant developments in the telecommunications and

networking infrastructure. Contemporary network multimedia

services are now enabled through modern cyber-physical sys-

tems and can be provided through IoT autonomous distributed

architectures utilizing agent-based middleware solutions [3].

Furthermore, video streams (e.g. for surveillance) generated

by IoT devices can now be routed over ad hoc wireless

links and/or the fronthaul domain of the telecommunication

system utilizing the flexibility provided by Software Defined

Networking (SDN) and advanced techniques for optimized

federated management over heterogeneous networks [4], [5].

In the present video surveillance and situation security

assume a certain level of understanding regarding the en-

vironment and the human or crowd behaviour [6]–[8]. IoT

applications such as surveillance, security, and market analysis

require accurate crowd and pedestrian detection and behaviour

recognition. Video processing and computer vision approaches

based on deep convolutional neural network (CNN) architec-

tures provide accurate estimates [9], [10], but their accuracy

depends on the quality and the amount of annotations in the

training data sets. In order to improve the overall detection

and recognition accuracy, a significant amount of labelled data

is required, while the annotation process is time consuming,

tedious, cost inefficient, prone to error, and often leads to

performance degradation. Furthermore, the problem of how

to perform comparative studies to simulation algorithms is

considered in this work. The lack of a single and unified

form of comparison between different simulation, detection

and modelling approaches is still an issue for the crowd and

pedestrian simulation and analysis methods. This often means

that a given methodology is developed and evaluated for a

specific purpose, with its wider abilities and properties left

unconfirmed. Generally, the employed evaluation techniques

and related measures can be broadly split into qualitative [11]

and quantitative [12], [13]. The former including assessment
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made by experts in the field or context of the intended

application [14], as well as category based rating systems [15]

designed to define the capabilities of an algorithm.

A number of quantitative measures have been suggested

to provide a numeric measure of accuracy for detection and

simulation, to mention a few: bounding boxes, tracks, speed,

pedestrian density, number of steps taken to destination and

duration. These evaluation techniques tend to be data driven,

and as such require ground truth data for testing purposes.

The concept of an evaluation framework has been suggested

before [16]–[21]; with most deducing various metrics based on

a simulation in an effort to rate simulation algorithms or tune

parameters. Many of these evaluation frameworks are affected

by problems tightly related with the data collection and

annotation process, such as cost, time, privacy and suitability

and availability of large outdoor environments.

With the advent of so much research in the area of pedes-

trian detection and crowd analysis, the ability to generate

realistic data of different modalities, including ground truth has

been researched over the last few years. It is worth mentioning

the work of [11], [12], [15], [22]–[28] on data generation and

simulation algorithms for crowd and pedestrian analysis.

In [16] the creation of a tool is proposed that characterises

and generates outlying behaviour in simulated videos. In [18]

an entropy score is computed to generate simulated data closer

to real world data. The stochastic variational dual hierar-

chical Dirichlet process (SV-DHDP) model is introduced in

[29], where groups of similar trajectories (trending paths)

and subpixel motion flows [30]–[32] can be combined to

generate an overall path pattern for an environment offering

higher realism. In [33], [34] the concept of look and feel of

a crowd is proposed by comparing an agent’s actions at a

given moment in time with a database of observed actions,

providing more realistic simulated videos. In [21] the issue

of tracking generalised paths in crowds is tackled using four

dimensional histograms to describe and generate movement

within a crowd. Additionally the work in [19], [20], [35],

[36] propose interesting approaches and metrics to generate

realistic crowd behaviours.

The use of synthetic data generation to train and evaluate

machine learning models based on deep architectures was

introduced recently. Methods in the literature use the process to

generate labelled data sets for different applications, including

pedestrian and crowd analysis. These methods aim to generate

pedestrians and groups of people at different locations in a

given scene, supporting a variety of appearances. However,

current methods are either restricted to a single camera in

terms of their usage or support only single frames without

motion to be considered. Additionally, all of them are based

on 3D virtual environments with quality not comparable with

real video sequences affecting the obtained models and under-

performing in real scenes. In this paper the proposed frame-

work supports multiple cameras and moving agents, generating

videos instead of single images based on compositing, a

technique used to generate realistic videos by superimposing

virtual object in real scenes. As such, the following novel
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Fig. 1. Overview of the CCF framework.

framework is suggested which reduces the complexity of

crowd and pedestrian realistic simulation, allows the automatic

generation of data sets and annotation, supporting different

data modalities, aiming to improve the detection accuracy of

existing deep architecture focusing on pedestrian detection,

pose estimation and tracking.

II. SIMULATION EVALUATION USING AUGMENTATION

The proposed modular crowd composition framework (CCF)

provides a method of pedestrian and crowd data augmen-

tation which considers realistic simulated human walking

behaviours, multi-view and multi-modal data. Data generation

can be implemented on a frame by frame basis or for a

sequence as a whole, providing flexibility on how simulated

data and ground truth are extracted. Additionally, the proposed

methodology requires no track or path information, allowing

the user to control parameters related to the number of

pedestrians, their behaviour and the modality of the data.

The proposed framework takes as input source video footage

and generates an augmented output video using composition

techniques. The process utilises background subtraction tech-

niques as well as methods to extract 3D data from 2D images.

This allows the construction of a 3D space in which virtual

agents can navigate around. Through the use of composition,

a final visualisation combining this background and 3D space

is generated to form the simulated video sequence in which

artificial agents are superimposed onto the background of the

source video data. Fundamentally the framework is made up

of two components: simulation visualisation and annotated

video data generation. The modular nature of the framework

supports inputs of any simulation algorithm or video analysis

techniques, depending on application. Furthermore, it retains

the ability to produce realistic synthetic annotated crowd data.

Figure 1 provides a more specific overview of the CCF

framework as it is utilised in this work.

As the proposed framework uses videos to generate syn-

thetic data, firstly a simulated video must be constructed.



Initially, using the source video sequence, the background is

obtained. Next, a two dimensional plane is extracted represent-

ing a top down view of the given scene. Simulations are then

run to produce paths for the virtual agents to follow based on

the extracted plane. The visualisation component is then used

to create a composite of the extracted 2D background image

and 3D rendered agents as they follow the simulated paths.

Frames are output from the visualisation into a final simulated

video sequence. Once both a simulated and source video are

available, the ground truth and other data modalities such

as depth can be exported. Finally, tracklets, pose, skeleton,

flow, and density measures can be evaluated and used for

training and evaluation in deep architectures or other learning

techniques.

To allow the composition of the simulated video to be

created, the background of the source video sequence is

required [37]. Once the background image has been subtracted

the process of defining the perspective grid is applied. The

perspective grid allows scale mapping of an environment from

the viewpoint of the source video camera pose. The resultant

grid represents a top down environment map of the viewable

area and is used during agent simulation. Using the concept of

perspective scale along a line we can, through the definition

of two parallel lines that run to the vanishing point of an

image, estimate distance in arbitrary units of measure within

this perspective space (Figure 2b). This unit can be based

upon an object in the scene with known dimensions or using

pedestrians [38].

Initially the user defines the points i and j, in the 2D image

space, forming a line along an edge that leads to the vanishing

point of the image. A second line is defined by the points k

and l, such that it runs parallel, relative to the vanishing point

in the 3D space of the captured image, to the line defined by

points i and j (Figure 2a). At a location along the line ij the

user defines another point u1, such that the line iu1 represents

the unit of distance m from which all further perspective points

are defined. An additional point u2 is defined on top of the line

ik which represents the same relative distance in 3D space as

m. For the next step of the proposed algorithm the reference

points Tvanish, R, R0 and Tn−1 are initialised automatically

(Figure 2a). In more detail, the vanishing point Tvanish is

defined as the point at which the lines ij and kl intersect, this

may well be at a position outside the image plane. As such

Tvanish is defined as

Tvanish = f(i, j,k, l) (1)

An arbitrary point R is selected at a random location outside

the triangle iTvanishk. The point Tn−1 is defined as the point

of intersection of the lines iR and kTvanish

Tn−1 = f(i,R,k,Tvanish) (2)

Finally the point R0 is defined.

R0 = f(u1,Tn−1,R,Tvanish) (3)

With these points initialised, a recursive algorithm is applied

to calculate equidistant points along the line iTvanish in 3D
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Fig. 2. (a) User defined points and initialisation. (b) The first two iterations
of the recursive algorithm.

space. As the user has already defined the first of these points

u1, for the purposes of the recursive step, these will be

relabeled as Gn. This is a two-step iterative process, with the

point Tn being defined as the intersection of the lines GnR

and kTvanish.

Tn = f(Gn,R,k,Tvanish) (4)

and during the second step the next equidistant point Gn+1

on the line iTvanish is expressed as a function of

Gn+1 = f(R0,Tn, i,Tvanish) (5)

This process is repeated until Gn+1 is no longer within the

borders of the original background image. The grid is initially

defined using all the equidistant points on the line ik, using

the distance iu2 as a unit. Lines are defined between each of

these points and the vanishing point Tvanish of the image. The



Fig. 3. An example of multiple camera simulation and the corresponding
projections.

scale points G are plotted along each of these newly defined

lines forming the grid. Additionally, if required, the recursive

process can be inverted to create points moving away from

the vanishing point. This ensures that the entire image plane

is encapsulated by the defined grid, regardless of where the

user has defined their points. The resultant grid represents the

perspective plane of the source image. On that grid the areas

(cells) with obstacles (i.e. cells where pedestrians cannot walk)

are annotated as is information about entrance/exit locations.

By adding a few additional calibration variables, during the

plane extraction phase, the composition and visualisation pro-

cess can be extended to multi camera setup steps, both in over-

lapping and non-overlapping scenes (Figure3). In these cases,

rather than using a single virtual camera within a composition

scene, additional cameras are added to represent the other

camera views. During the calibration of these cameras, the

same plane extraction technique is used, however additional

relational measurements (latitude/longitude and orientation or

distance and bearing from the source camera) are required

to allow the positioning of these additional cameras within

the 3D environment. The same process of background image

alignment is also used on the additional virtual cameras to

allow the generation of composite videos from these new

views. The principle advantage here is that now a single crowd

simulation can be viewed from several different camera angles

whilst still having access to the ground truth data and crowd

statistics.

III. EVALUATION OF THE CROWD COMPOSITION

FRAMEWORK

This part of the paper is focused on the evaluation of

the proposed CCF framework using a set of different deep

neural networks trained for applications related to pedestrian

detection. The first model used was [39] and is a region

proposal network (RPN), used for the detection of pedestrians

in abnormal situations. This model takes as input images of

size 960×720 and, returns bounding boxes for all pedestrians

present in the images (see figure 4 left). The second model

proposed in [40] is based on the ResNet-101 deep network

and aims to estimate the pose of different persons on a image.

This network was trained using the COCO data set [41] where

annotations are not made of boxes but keypoints which are,

Fig. 4. Left: Bounding boxes estimated by the RPN network. Right: Skeleton
and the corresponding bounding boxes detected by the VGG-19 network.

for pedestrians, their joints (such as knee, ankle and neck) as

we can see in figure 4 right.

In order to evaluate the contribution of the proposed CCF

framework these networks are retrained using additional sim-

ulated data. Therefore, the data set that was used for the

training and the comparison with the synthetic data is the

Town Centre data set [42] (see figure 5) which represents the

footage of a crowded street captured by a CCTV camera. This

video is supplied with an annotation file which contains, the

coordinates of the boxes bounding for the pedestrians present

for each frame. Note that this data set will also be used as a

reference to build the synthetic data. As such the background

is extracted based on the proposed framework and is used int

he composition of the synthetic data (see figure 5 right). Also,

the synthetic data are designed to be similar to real life data

so there will be a need to analyze the path of the pedestrians

in the video to make the simulated pedestrians follow similar

paths (e.g. select same entrance and exit points in the scene).



Fig. 5. Left: A frame from the ‘Town Centre’ video dataset. Right: Extracted
Background.

A. Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the models, metrics

must be defined to determine success of failure in the detection

of a pedestrian. Since the provided data set provides annota-

tion files, the ground truth is provided as bounding boxes.

Additionally, as it was previously stated, when an image is

input, the model returns several boxes and the corresponding

scores (which can be viewed as the probability for the region

of the image located inside the box to actually represent

a pedestrian). If the output is not formatted like so, for

instance as the pose estimation model [40], estimation of the

corresponding bounding boxes is performed. In this particular

case, the top left corner of the box is defined by the lowest

x and y-coordinates of the human joints. The bottom right

corner is selected based on the highest x and y-coordinates.

Thus, a means to compute the accuracy of the model would

be to compare, for a given image, the ground-truth boxes from

the annotation file with the highest scored boxes that have

been returned by the model for the same image. For this work

intersection over union (IoU) is used to determine the accuracy

of the selected deep networks trained with and without the

simulated data. So for two boxes, the ground truth and the

prediction, computing this overlap consists of dividing the area

of intersection between the boxes by the area of union. With

A and B the areas of the two boxes we have

IoU =
A ∩B

A ∪B
· 100 (6)

To compute the global accuracy, each predicted box with a

score higher than a given threshold (most likely to represent

a pedestrian) is compared with their closest ground-truth box

(using the Manhattan distance). The overlap percentage for

this ground-truth box is then added to the annotation file.

Therefore, this file is made of the ground-truth data and the

overlap for each box, which represents the accuracy of the box

predicted by the model. Moreover, if a ground-truth box does

not have an added overlap, that means that no predicted boxes

where close enough to have a non-null union. In that case, the

model did not manage to predict the location of the pedestrian

represented by this ground-truth box. Also, if several predicted

boxes are the closest to the same ground-truth box, the highest

overlap is kept.

Finally, to compute the accuracy of the model in an image,

the last part is to sum the overlap for each ground-truth box

and divide it by the number of pedestrians present in the image

to obtain the average accuracy. If an overlap for a ground-

truth box passes a given threshold (e.g. 80%) the pedestrian

is considered as found.

B. Crowd simulation process

The next step of the evaluation process is to build a

crowd simulation made of synthetic agents using the proposed

CCF framework, capturing the video frames and automatically

generated ground truth.

Firstly, using CCF we extract the background of a sequence

of images or the whole video, compute a grid that represents

the walkable area for the synthetic agents and, then provide

the characteristics of the synthetic agents (e.g. height, speed,

entrance and exit points). We estimate the path of each agent

but also its dimensions and orientations according to the

obtained perspective. In this particular case, using the Town

Centre data set, the first step is to extract the background of

the video as it was analysed above. Once the background is

extracted, the next step is to build the grid (or map) that will

represent the area on which the agents will walk, following the

perspective of the scene. According to the CCF framework, we

provide two parallel lines and a unit (i.e. a square of size 1×1
meter) and the framework returns the map (see figure 6a). All

is left to do is to decide which part of the map is walkable,

which parts are obstacles, and where the entrances and exits

are situated. Then, with the details about the characteristic

of the agents, the framework computes the path of each agent

(see figure 6b) using a crowd simulation algorithm and returns

their positions, orientation and scale information that is used

for the scene simulation and the annotated data extraction.



Fig. 6. a) Computed grid, partially filled. b) Top down view of the computed
grid and visualization of the agents paths.

Note that, in order to provide an adequate amount of images

for the training, approximately 100 agents are selected. The

entrance and exit points are assigned for each agent ran-

domly but with weighted probabilities based on the observed

behaviours in the real video. Examples of the superposed

map on the extracted background showing the walkable areas

and the obtained composited crowd simulation are shown

in figure 7. Next the simulation is run showing the agents

walking on the map emulating a real crowd. Finally, for

each rendered frame, the RGB image and the corresponding

ground truth data are saved. At each frame, the agents in the

scene are rendered according to their different characteristics

(coordinates, rotation) in the map coordinate space. So at each

frame, the CCF framework provides the ground truth as an

image and as a list of bounding boxes. The generated synthetic

data set includes 2845 images and it is used to retrain the

available networks.

C. Fine-tuning the selected networks

The fine-tuning and retraining process for the selected RPN,

and ResNet-101 networks, employed mainly to re-scale the

Fig. 7. a) Superposed map on the extracted background. b) Crowd simulation
composited frame.

TABLE I
OBTAINED ACCURACY FOR THE SELECTED DEEP NETWORKS WITH AND

WITHOUT SIMULATED DATA.

Model-Accuracy Original Proposed CCF

ResNet-101 39.09% 50.04%
RPN+ 20.77% 21.32%

input images and format the ground truth to the expected di-

mensions and order. For each network the original parameters

were selected and the new simulated data added to obtain the

new models.

D. Results

Evaluation is carried out using the metrics previously pre-

sented. The table I shows the average accuracy. For the

validation step, the read frames from the Town Centre data

set were used. Results demonstrate that the synthetic data

set generated using the proposed CCF framework can be

utilised to train deep neural network and significantly improve

their accuracy to detect pedestrians in real video sequences.

Qualitative results for both training and testing stages are

shown in figure 8.



Fig. 8. a) Results using the ResNet-101. b) Examples of False positives using
the simulate data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A novel crowd composition framework was presented which

provides simulated annotated data using the composition pro-

cess for pedestrian detection. Through the use of a modular

system, any crowd or pedestrian simulation model or data an-

notation system supporting multiple cameras can be evaluated

and compared by generating agent motion for use in the final

visual simulation. Additionally, any video analysis feature can

be utilised to evaluate similarity. Our experiments showed that

the proposed framework improved the performance of deep

networks in terms of pedestrian detection and crowd analysis.
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